Our Mission:

The mission of the Office of Personalized Learning is to challenge the educational status quo in South Carolina through learner-centered practices, partnerships, and supports. We exist to transform education into an equitable, personalized competency-based learning system.

Click the icons below for dates & details!

The SCDE Office of Personalized Learning Presents:

2020-2021 PROFESSIONAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Are you an individual educator exploring personalized learning?
- Join the PersonalizeSC Community
- Sign up for an Inquiry Lab
- Schedule a ‘Coach Chat’

Is your team ready to create next steps in personalizing student learning?
Join the 2-year Launch and Coaching & Leading Cohorts!
- Launch Cohort: Learn & apply the foundations of PL
- Coaching & Leading: Learn to implement & support PL
- Two-year commitment

Has your team previously worked with the Office of PL?
Join our 2-year Ongoing Support Cohort!
- Get school support for scaling & spreading PL with the KnowledgeWorks “Conditions for Scale”
- Participating schools will be featured in an End of Year PL Showcase
- Two-year commitment

Is your school/district ready to make the Profile of the SC Graduate actionable?
Apply to be a “SC Competency-Based Learning Fellow”!
- Learn how to use the SC Competencies to personalize learning
- Lead other educators on the journey towards personalized, competency-based education

For additional information, visit our PD Website by clicking here. Sign Up Today!